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Introduction

Each day, our pool of shared information grows, and the 

complexity of gaining knowledge grows with it. Today, the 

average employee spends more than an hour a day 

searching or recreating information that already exists in 

their organization—more than triple the time they spent 

just five years ago.1

Microsoft Viva Topics is an AI-powered solution that 

discovers, organizes and surfaces knowledge in the apps 

you use every day. Viva Topics automatically organizes 

content and expertise across your systems and teams into 

related topics such as projects, products, processes and 

customers.

This guide has been created for organizations looking to 

realize the full value of their investment in Viva Topics. It is 

meant to be used as a step-by-step guide, for you to 

follow throughout your adoption journey – from planning 

thru to scaling. 

Source: 1. Spiceworks/Ziff Davis. Knowledge Sharing in a Changing World. February 2021

https://aka.ms/viva/topics/spiceworks
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Team
❑ Assemble core team

❑ Gain stakeholder buy-in



Knowledge team
Consider the following roles and begin assembling your team 

Role Responsibility Department

Stakeholder(s) Sponsors the rollout of Viva Topics within their 

business unit (BU) or department

BU, department

Knowledge Program 

manager

Lead development of organization’s knowledge 

strategy, deliver on objectives and champion 

knowledge discovery across organization

Senior member of BU or 

department

Communications lead Manage and deliver the communications strategy for 

Viva Topics

Corporate communications

Knowledge administrator Sets up Viva Topics experience IT

Knowledge manager(s) Owns quality of organization knowledge and manages 

network of contributors

BU, department

Champions Members of extended team who help their colleagues 

along the knowledge journey

BU, department

Topic contributors Contribute to knowledge base of organization by 

using their subject matter expertise to create, curate, 

publish and edit topics

BU, department
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Stakeholders
Knowledge stakeholders are the business sponsors you need to win over to drive organization-

wide Viva Topics adoption. Guide your stakeholders through the five stages of buy-in

Stages of stakeholder buy-in

Awareness

Aware of Viva Topics 
as an opportunity

Buy-in

Agree Viva Topics has 
value for their team

Validation

Commit to run early 
adopter program

Adopted

Value realized and 
committed to long 
term adoption

Embedded

Knowledge embedded 
into work processes 
and culture

Review Role of stakeholders in Appendix for more information



Rollout approach
❑ Select rollout approach



Rollout approach
There are several different approaches to rolling out Viva Topics in your organization. The most common are a land and 

expand approach vs. an enterprise-wide approach. Each approach has their own unique considerations. 

Land and expand

Best used when:

• Inconsistent knowledge sharing culture

• Limited knowledge resourcing

Enterprise wide

Best used when:

• Existing knowledge program in place

• Mature knowledge sharing culture

Early adopter 

program

Quick win

Expand to new 

departments & BUs

Early 

adopter 

program

Enterprise-

wide rollout



Scenarios
❑ Explore common Viva Topics scenarios

❑ Identify, define and prioritize scenarios

❑ Identify topic source sites for scenario(s) and 

flag any sensitive content



Viva Topics departmental scenarios
Get inspired on the ways to use Viva Topics by reviewing common Viva Topics scenarios

Human Resources Sales & 

Customer Service

Operations Product and 

Service Development

For more detail, go to https://aka.ms/TopicsScenarios and download the Viva Topics scenario catalogue

https://aka.ms/TopicsScenarios


VIVA TOPICS DEPARTMENTAL SCENARIOS

Human Resources

New employee and role onboarding: Provide 

new employees with the knowledge they need to 

onboard and accelerate their time to productivity

In-context learning: Enable employees to learn 

about topics relevant to their jobs in the flow of 

their work

Knowledge transfer: Capture and transfer the 

knowledge of employees leaving the organization 

Merger & acquisitions: Provide new employees 

with knowledge to integrate more quickly into 

acquiring company

For more detail, go to https://aka.ms/TopicsScenarios and download the Viva Topics scenario catalogue

https://aka.ms/TopicsScenarios


VIVA TOPICS DEPARTMENTAL SCENARIOS

Sales & Customer Service

Sales enablement: Improve sales outcomes and 

reduce proposal production time by helping 

salespeople find SMEs and reuse existing content 

and knowledge 

Product and service knowledge base: Help 

employees learn about company products and 

services with easy access to product details, 

announcements, roadmaps, and a place to ask 

questions

Customer knowledge base: Help sales executives, 

account managers, and support reps serve 

customers in a more effective manner by providing 

easy access to a customer knowledge base

Customer support and expertise: Provide reps 

with knowledge and the ability to find SMEs for 

improved issue resolution outcomes and efficiency

For more detail, go to https://aka.ms/TopicsScenarios and download the Viva Topics scenario catalogue

https://aka.ms/TopicsScenarios


VIVA TOPICS DEPARTMENTAL SCENARIOS

Operations

Asset knowledge base: Provide employees with 

one place to go to find comprehensive and up-to-

date information related to organizational assets

Process and procedure knowledge base: Help 

employees understand organization processes and 

procedures

For more detail, go to https://aka.ms/TopicsScenarios and download the Viva Topics scenario catalogue

https://aka.ms/TopicsScenarios


VIVA TOPICS DEPARTMENTAL SCENARIOS

Product & Service Development

Knowledge networks: Enable employees with a 

common interest in a topic to share knowledge, 

connect, learn, solve and create together 

Service delivery: Improve project or engagement 

efficiency by democratizing access to project IP and 

expertise

For more detail, go to https://aka.ms/TopicsScenarios and download the Viva Topics scenario catalogue

https://aka.ms/TopicsScenarios


Creating Scenarios 
Use the framework below to identify relevant Viva Topics scenarios for your organization

As someone in…

[Team]

I want to…

[Description of what I 

want to do]

Using…

[Specific application 

of the technology]

I know this is 

successful when…

[Solution success 

measure]

As someone in

Sales

I want to

Help salespeople spend 

less time developing 

proposals and achieve 

better sales outcomes 

by making it easy to 

find knowledge, 

reusable content and 

experts

Using

Viva Topics via Search, 

Topic Highlights and 

the Topic Center 

I’ll know this is 

successful when

It takes less time to 

develop sales proposals 

and our win rate 

increases



Impact vs ease of implementation
Use the matrix below to prioritize your scenarios according to expected impact and ease of implementation

Medium priority High priority

Low priority Medium priority

Impact

• High

• Med

• Low

Hard Somewhat Easy

Ease of implementation

Ease of implementation includes considerations for culture, process, technology and resource changes required to implement scenario

(Copy these to 

map!)

Scenario name

Scenario name

Scenario name

Scenario name

Scenario name

Scenario name

Scenario name

Add your scenario’s 

name and add as many 

as needed



Define scenario by identifying knowledge assets required
Use the framework below to further define your prioritized scenarios and outline the knowledge assets required to enable 

the scenario

Scenario: Sales enablement

Tasks

Understand 

customer 

requirements

Find subject 

matter experts 

and relevant 

content

Develop & review

the Proposal

Submit the 

proposal

Answer questions 

about the 

proposal from the 

customer

Issue(s)

Identifying & recruiting

SMEs, wasted time 

reinventing the

wheel, not getting 

answers to customer 

questions

Outcome(s)

Reduce proposal 

production time from 15 

days to 5 days

Knowledge assets

Industry, customer,

offering, sales

process, who SMEs

are

Gap(s)

It takes ages to locate

& assign SMEs,  We

can’t ever seem to find

reusable proposals

Issue(s)

We spend too much time searching 

for content and rewriting content 

that already exists. The quality of 

our proposal and sales 

engagement can be low given our 

inability to utilize the collective 

knowledge of the org.

Expected business impact

Low Medium High



Identify topic source sites for scenario(s) and flag sensitive content

For each prioritized scenario, identify the source SharePoint sites that contain relevant content. Use the source sites during 

configuration for topic discovery. Identify any sensitive content that is contained in the source sites 

Scenario

What scenarios have you 
prioritized for an early adopter 
program (EAP) or full rollout? 

Source sites

What SharePoint sites in your 
organization contain the content 
that will help enable the scenario?

Sensitive content

Do any of the source sites contain 
content that is highly confidential 
and should not be shared?

Sales enablement

• Global and regional 

sales portals

• Customer and project 

team sites (SharePoint 

team sites and sites 

associated with 

Microsoft Team*)

• Confidential project site

• Confidential project term

Sensitive content you identify in 

these source sites can be used to 

inform if there any sensitive 

SharePoint sites should be excluded 

from topic discovery and/or topics to 

exclude by name during 

configuration

* Any SP site (Team site, comm site, classic site, SP site associated with Microsoft Team and M365 group site) is included in topic indexing

https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fmicrosoft-365%2Fknowledge%2Ftopic-experiences-discovery%23select-sharepoint-topic-sources&data=04%7C01%7CMatt.Wolodarsky%40microsoft.com%7C808533310dc848d7fbad08d92c939585%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637589834678652276%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=QqWxyh%2Bjy8djCzqH%2Bdc1s%2BgSfvl4RftkgUEuFGOog58%3D&reserved=0
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdocs.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fmicrosoft-365%2Fknowledge%2Ftopic-experiences-discovery%23exclude-topics-by-name&data=04%7C01%7CMatt.Wolodarsky%40microsoft.com%7C808533310dc848d7fbad08d92c939585%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637589834678662276%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=Wtbuu5XrVEOX0Vho0zHIVDId5Ksd7fR92ACSAtNDlPk%3D&reserved=0


Culture & curation
❑ Assess different knowledge curation models

❑ Conduct knowledge sharing culture assessment

❑ Select knowledge curation model

❑ Identify ways to grow your knowledge sharing culture



Knowledge curation
Select the knowledge curation model that suits your organization culture the best. In the long run we recommend a 

crowdsource model for the best results

Controlled

• Drives consistency of Topics

• Topics only improve if there are enough 

curators with interest in the Topic

• Creates bottleneck 

• Slows time to value

Empowered

• Creates greater diversity of thinking 

and collective insight

• Reduces management burden and 

bottlenecks 

• Accelerates time to value

• Captures tacit knowledge of SMEs

Authoritative

Only a group of people are given 

responsibility for adding and editing topics

Balanced

Authoritative model for “single source 

of truth” topics. Crowdsource model 

for the rest 

Crowdsource

Anyone in the organization can add and 

edit any topics, with coordination 

provided by knowledge managers



Knowledge crowdsourcing

Benefits

▪ Increases the diversity and breadth of 

organizational knowledge by making it easier 

for all to contribute

▪ Removes bottlenecks and scales the impact 

of the knowledge team 

▪ Improves capture of tacit knowledge

▪ Engaging people in knowledge creation 

process increases the likelihood they'll 

leverage it

Challenges

▪ Risk that some will post opinion rather than 

knowledge 

▪ Hard to drive consistency and apply standards

Myths

▪ End users will contribute inaccurate information

▪ People won’t take the time to contribute their 

expertise to the organization’s knowledge base

See Overcoming knowledge crowdsourcing challenges & myths in Appendix for more information



Preparing for a crowd-sourced enhanced model
Plot where your culture is today, across the five knowledge culture characteristics, and where you’d like to be in the future

1 Value
Is knowledge viewed as an asset in the 

organization?

Nominally Sometimes Very much

Current state Future state
Knowledge culture gap

2 Capture
Is knowledge in the organization captured?

Nominally At grass roots level
(e.g., shared drives, informal communities)

Formalized

3 Recognition

Is knowledge sharing promoted, recognized or 

rewarded by organization?

Nominally Sometimes Consistently

4 Share
Is knowledge shared in the organization?

Nominally Sometimes Organization wide

5 Trust
Are employees trusted to not overshare and to 

provide accurate information? 

Nominally Sometimes Very much

Some organizations can have different knowledge cultures across departments and teams and therefore may require multiple assessments



Preparing for a crowdsourced enhanced model
Close the knowledge culture gap by implementing tactics to progress from buy-in to the adopted and embedded stages

Buy-in Adopted Embedded1 Value
Increase perceived value of 

knowledge within organization

• Gain executive sponsorship

• Identify and communicate 

the “what’s in it for me”

• Deliver quick win(s)

• Socialize success stories

• Run champions program

• Integrate knowledge-based 

metrics with business metrics

2 Capture
Increase the consistency & 

quality of knowledge capture

• Recruit knowledge managers 

and topic contributors 

• Build knowledge inventory 

and prioritize knowledge for 

capture

• Utilize existing knowledge 

assets & migrate siloed 

content to SharePoint

• Run Viva Topics curation 

hackathons 

• Embed knowledge capture 

activities into existing 

processes (e.g., mandatory 

knowledge capture process 

at end of projects)

3 Recognition

Recognize knowledge sharing 

within organization

• Recognize success stories 

via internal 

communications

• Run a recognition program • Build knowledge metrics into 

performance management 

and rewards program

4 Share

Increase knowledge sharing 

within organization

• Send communication from 

executive sponsor endorsing 

the organizations 

commitment to knowledge 

sharing culture

• Encourage and incentivize 

knowledge seeking 

behavior (e.g., reward 

building on ideas &  

knowledge of others)

• Include knowledge sharing 

accountabilities in job 

descriptions for relevant 

roles

5 Trust
Trust employees to not overshare 

& to provide accurate information

• Ensure correct permissions 

are applied on files

• Communicate knowledge 

sharing guiding principles



Communications
❑ Build communications plan



Communications
Use the example below to plan your Viva Topics communications plan

Teaser Campaign Launch communication

Buzz Events

Ongoing communications

Viva Topics hackathons

PRE-LAUNCH LAUNCH POST-LAUNCH

Download Viva Topics communication asset samples at https://aka.ms/TopicsComms and customize for your implementation

https://aka.ms/Viva/Topics/Hackathon
https://aka.ms/TopicsComms


Metrics
❑ Understand different types of 

knowledge-based metrics 

❑ Define knowledge quality, end user 

adoption and business value measures 

for your Viva Topics implementation



Types of knowledge-based metrics
There are three types of metrics you should consider for your measurement framework

Knowledge quality End user adoption Business value



Knowledge quality
Use the measurement methods below to assess and report on the quality of your knowledge base

1 End user surveys

• Benefits realized

• Helpfulness and usefulness of topics

• Quality of topics*

• Freshness/recency of content

• Improvements in ability to find information

2 Knowledge manager surveys

• Quality of suggested topics

• Ease of publishing

3 Search abandonment rate
Topics appear in the search experience; measure rate of search abandonment over time as an 

indicator of whether people are more easily able to find the knowledge they need 

Search & Intelligent section of Settings in the Admin Console

4 Number of published topics

*Topics quality can also be measured quantitatively as % of 

top 100 Topics with description and pinned resources/people

Use the Manage Topics view to report on number of published topics

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/manage-topics#:~:text=%20Manage%20topics%20in%20the%20topic%20center%20in,that%20were%20discovered%20in%20your%20specified...%20More%20


End user adoption
Use the reports and insights below to track Viva Topics end user adoption

1 Topic Center site usage stats 
Go to Topic Center

Select site usage from setting

Topic center 

usage

Most popular topics

2 Topic impressions (view from Manage Topics)

Topic impressions

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/office/view-usage-data-for-your-sharepoint-site-2fa8ddc2-c4b3-4268-8d26-a772dc55779e#:~:text=Usage%20reports%20for%20special%20cloud%20deployments%20of%20M365,available%20for%3A%20Office%20365%20operated%20b%20...%20
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/manage-topics#:~:text=%20Manage%20topics%20in%20the%20topic%20center%20in,that%20were%20discovered%20in%20your%20specified...%20More%20


Viva Topics business value
Use the quantitative measures below as a baseline for building your Viva Topics business case

Improved productivity from 

automated discovery totaling 

$42.4M to $127.2M

Microsoft Knowledge and Content Services 

(KCS) connects people with knowledge in the 

Microsoft applications they use every day, 

optimizing content discovery and reducing 

time previously lost to inefficient search 

efforts. Conservative estimates suggest that 

this could save employees between 1 and 3 

hours each week, avoiding time previously 

lost to search efforts. 

Accelerated time-to-productivity 

for new employees totaling 

$9.8M to $17.1M

Viva Topics plays a valuable role in onboarding 

new employees, reducing their time-to-

productivity, and helping embed them into the 

collective knowledge of the enterprise more 

quickly. 

Content classification and 

curation savings of $1.2M to 

$3.3M

Microsoft KCS simplifies human moderation 

and involvement by suggesting taxonomies 

and topics and helping companies manage 

and regulate content with AI. When used to 

classify and categorize millions of documents, 

companies experienced a reduction in formal 

curation efforts, and they avoided monumental 

manual document management projects. 

Source: Forrester, The Projected Total Economic Impact™ Of Microsoft 365 Knowledge & Content Services

https://resources.techcommunity.microsoft.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/New-Tech-Projected-TEI-of-Microsoft-365-Knowledge-Content-Services-Jan2021-Final-1.pdf


Types of business value metrics for knowledge
Select the business value metrics that best align to your Viva Topics scenarios 

Definition Example Measurement methods

Time savings
Reduction in time to complete task as a result 

of knowledge being more accessible

Reduce time spent creating 

proposals and project 

deliverables

• Ask volunteers to time themselves completing 

relevant tasks pre/post Topics implementation

• Measure perception of time savings via survey

Improved business 

outcomes

Improved outcomes (e.g., quality of 

results/deliverables, safety, win ratio of sales 

engagement) as a result of knowledge being 

more accessible throughout organization

Improve quality of manufactured 

products

• Pre/post Topics business outcome metric changes

• Measure perception of improvement to outcome 

via survey:

1) pre/post Topics; or

2) post Topics introduction, collective reflective 

perception

Time to 

productivity
Reduction in time it takes employees to 

onboard to organization, new role or project

Accelerate time-to-productivity 

for new employees

• Survey new hires or new to role employees to 

assess if they feel their onboarding has been 

accelerated due to more accessible knowledge

Preventing 

knowledge loss Preventing knowledge loss due to employees 

retiring or leaving for competitor

Reduce impact of SMEs leaving 

the organization

• Number of Topics in tenant

• Measure perception of preventing knowledge 

loss via survey

Activity Tracks the application of knowledge discovery 

in the organization. Used as proxy for more 

difficult to measure areas of business value.

Number of community of practice 

members

• In product reporting

See Business value metrics example in Appendix



Early adopter 

program
❑ Build early adopter program (EAP) plan

❑ Determine EAP participants



Early adopter program (EAP)

What is the purpose of an EAP?

 Test drive and get feedback on your knowledge 

strategy and adoption plan

 Deliver quick win(s) to show the value of 

knowledge discovery to senior management and 

key stakeholders

 Gather success stories for evangelism efforts and 

awareness campaigns

 Develop a pool of potential knowledge manager 

and champion candidates to recruit from

 Solve any potential problems or validate a 

hypothesis with a smaller group of users, prior to 

an organization wide launch

An EAP is not

 User acceptance testing or a way to “kick the 

tires” of Viva Topics

 An illustrative proof of concept in a staging or test 

environment. EAP’s are meant to be adopted in 

production environments by EAP participants 



Early Adopter Plan
Use the template to build your own early adopter program plan

Communications & knowledge team enablement

Success measures

Scenario(s)

Pilot participants

Knowledge Managers, Topic 

Contributors, Champions, Topic 

Viewers

Curation model

Content 

scope
Timeline



Who should be an EAP participant?

 People who want the project to be successful. Your program 

participants are important influencers, and they will share 

with their colleagues the experience they have with the 

rollout. 

 Users who are likely to be involved in the Viva Topics 

Champions Program. Champions are knowledgeable, 

committed to furthering their expertise, and willing to 

provide peer coaching and assistance. 

 Leaders who will become advocates during the broad launch 

to the entire organization.

 Users who typically struggle with technology. It’s important 

you understand their needs and address these needs during 

the launch. 

 IT/help desk team members who may be supporting users.

Who should not be a participant in 

the EAP?

CEO and other key members of the 

executive team. You want to wow 

them with how successful the Viva 

Topics rollout is, rather than involve 

them in the nitty-gritty, dry run of the 

process. However, their sponsorship 

of the Viva Topics implementation 

should be secured from the onset of 

the project. 



Early adopter program (EAP) timeline
Use the sample timeline below to build your own EAP schedule

SELECT BUSINESS SCENARIO FOR EAP

IDENTIFY HIGH PRIORITY TOPICS

DEFINE SUCCESS METRICS

RECRUIT KNOWLEDGE MANAGERS, TOPICS 

CONTRIBUTORS,  CHAMPIONS & END USERS

CURATE HIGH PRIORITY TOPICS

EAP CHECKLIST

DEVELOP COMMUNICATION & ENABLEMENT MATERIALS

CREATE YAMMER COMMUNITY FOR EAP PARTICIPANTS

ENABLE PILOT PARTICIPANTS

SEND PRE-EAP SURVEY

SEND WELCOME EMAIL

Week 1

EAP LAUNCH

ENABLE KNOWLEDGE TEAM

ENABLE PILOT PARTICIPANTS

Weeks 2 & 3

EAP RUN STATE
INFORMAL CHECK INS WITH PARTICIPANTS

Week 4

EAP CLOSE OUT

COLLECT FEEDBACK – SURVEY & MEETINGS

REVIEW EAP RESULTS

UPDATE PLAN & MATERIALS FOR FULL ROLLOUT

RECRUIT FOR KNOWLEDGE MANAGERS & 

CHAMPIONS PROGRAM



Onboard extended team

Recruit Enable Engage

Initiate Implement



Recruit extended team

Knowledge Manager (KM) Champion Topic contributor

Where to 

recruit from?

• Embed KM and champions in departments/business units to drive 

alignment, link participation to personal and org value, and 

leverage social capital

• Recruit from existing community, Intranet, portal roles in the org 

(e.g., site managers, community managers)

Anywhere in the org where 

important knowledge exists

How to get 

buy-in?

• Outline the business impact KM will have 

on the organization and the Knowledge 

Managers department/Business Unit (BU)

• Provide clarity and detail on KM 

responsibilities, importance of role, 

support provided, definition of success, 

how KMs will be recognized and time 

commitment

• Provide them greater visibility within their 

department/BU and engagement with 

their senior leaders (e.g., to identify use 

cases and high priority topics)  

• Let champions emerge from different 

roles and backgrounds – subject 

matter experts, early adopters

• Provide clarity about the champion 

role and allow them to influence how 

their role is defined

• Explain how contributing their 

knowledge will: 

• Broaden their impact by helping 

colleagues benefit from their 

contributions

• Get them recognized for the 

knowledge they have about a topic



Enable team
Consider the scenarios, methods and resources outlined below to build an enablement plan for your knowledge team

Audience Knowledge manager Champion Topic contributor

Scenario(s) • Knowledge curation

• Quality level expectation

• Coordinating network of 

contributors and champions

• How to manage topics through 

the Manage Topics page in Topic 

center

• How to edit an existing topic or 

create a new topic

• How to “pitch” knowledge 

discovery and Viva Topics to 

stakeholders and team 

members

• Relevant knowledge discovery 

use cases

• How to discover, edit and 

create topics 

• What the organization’s 

knowledge sharing guiding 

principles are 

• How to edit and create topics 

• How to curate a topic page

• Quality level expectation

Methods • Instructor led

• Self-paced

• Coaching

• Role description

• Instructor led

• Knowledge community of 

practice

• Coaching

• Role description

• Online

• Hackathon

Resources Manage topics in the topic center

Get started with Microsoft Viva 

Topics

Topics overview video Topics overview video

Microsoft Viva Topics discovery and 

curation

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/manage-topics
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/paths/m365-viva-topics/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-discovery-curation


Engage team
Consider the tactics below to keep your knowledge team motivated and engaged

Help and support along 

the way

Host a Viva Topics community on Yammer to 

enable knowledge team members to share 

experiences, best practices and expertise

Remove barriers to knowledge 

contribution, curation and sharing

Reward and recognize their involvement 

and contributions

Provide resources (e.g., pitch deck, posters, 

hackathon package) to help them execute their 

roles effectively

https://aka.ms/Viva/Topics/Hackathon


Set up
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Initiate Implement



Security and Privacy 
❑ Review how security and privacy work in Viva Topics

❑ Review and implement appropriate security best practices

❑ Optional: Prepare for an internal security review



Security and privacy in Viva Topics
Topics uses existing content security features in M365, with administrative controls, to control what AI-generated content is 

shown to users

Microsoft 365 security settings

Microsoft Viva Topics is based on the security and compliance 

of content enforced across Microsoft 365. Setting up Topics 

does not modify any existing access controls on content in your 

organization. Users will only see what they already have access to.

Viva Topics admin settings

Organizations can apply restrictions on the scope and 

availability of topic information shared by Microsoft Viva Topics, 

including: 

• Exclude sensitive SharePoint sites from topic discovery

• Exclude topics by name

• Have knowledge managers remove topics in the topic center

Viva Topics only discovers topics in the SharePoint sites that you 

specify. Users’ personal storage such as personal mail or 

OneDrive is not included

Microsoft Viva Topics security and privacy | Microsoft Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-discovery#select-sharepoint-topic-sources
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-discovery#exclude-topics-by-name
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-security-privacy


Review and implement security best practices

✓ Review and understand Microsoft Viva Topics 

security and privacy | Microsoft Docs

✓ Review and understand Search security & 

configuration: Microsoft Search Overview | 

Microsoft Docs

✓ Ensure that your content permissions are set 

appropriately inside your organization

✓ Consider Microsoft 365 Groups and Teams to 

make sure they are appropriately set as public or 

private groups or teams

✓ Review use of "everyone", "everyone except 

external users," and broad security groups. Work 

with site owners to correct permission 

configuration if inappropriate content is visible

✓ Exclude sensitive SharePoint sites from 

topic discovery. Content in these sites will not 

appear in topic experiences

✓ Exclude topics by name. Topics explicitly 

excluded will not appear in topic experiences

✓ You can use sensitivity labels or data loss 

prevention to restrict access to content 

and access reviews to periodically review user 

access to sensitive information

✓ Have knowledge managers remove topics in the 

topic center

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-security-privacy
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftsearch/overview-microsoft-search
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/admin/create-groups/office-365-groups?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-discovery#select-sharepoint-topic-sources
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-discovery#exclude-topics-by-name
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/sensitivity-labels
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/dlp-learn-about-dlp
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/active-directory/governance/access-reviews-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/manage-topics


Configuration
❑ Assign Topics licenses

❑ Configure Topic discovery

❑ Assign permissions

❑ Create Topic center



Configuration
Configure Viva Topics in your environment using the Set-up Microsoft Viva Topics detailed guidance. Use the checklist 

below to prepare for configuration in the administration console 

Assign Topics Licenses

✓ You must assign licenses for the 

users who will be using Topics

✓ Only users with a license can 

see information on topics including 

highlights, topic cards, topic 

pages and the topic center

Considerations:

It may take up to an hour for users 

to get access to Topics after the 

licenses are assigned

Configure Topic Discovery

✓ Decide on indexing approach:

i. Index all SharePoint sites; or

ii. Index a subset of SharePoint 

sites that align to initial Early 

Adopter Program (EAP) 

scenario, and grow to include all 

sites over time

✓ Determine the list of SharePoint 

sites to include for topic indexing  

A larger set of content is required, 

ideally at least 20,000 documents for 

your EAP. 

For enterprise-wide rollout, preferably 

you can have Viva Topics crawl 

hundreds of thousands or millions of 

documents across your SharePoint sites 

Assign Permissions

Consider: 

✓ Who should see Topic cards

✓ Who should edit and create 

Topics

✓ Who should see the Managed 

Topics view, where they can be 

confirmed or rejected

The security, privacy, and location 

of your data are preserved

We recommend a crowdsourcing 

model where everyone can 

contribute to topics

See assign permissions in appendix 

for more details

Create Topic Center

✓ Select a desired name and URL for 

the Topic Center

There is one Topic Center per 

tenant

You can change the site name 

later, but you can't change the 

URL after you complete the setup

We recommend reviewing the key features and capabilities of Viva Topics once you’ve completed configuration to help you better understand how it works and to 

help envision the possibilities 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-gb/microsoft-365/knowledge/set-up-topic-experiences


Topic prioritization
❑ Plan Topic curation priorities



Plan Topic curation priorities
To help accelerate adoption and build an initial, high quality knowledge base, we recommend prioritizing topics for curation that are of high 

value and have high visibility in the organization. The following methods can be used to prioritize topics for curation:

Curation Priority

Scenarios

Prioritize topics relevant to selected scenarios

Use the scenarios you’ve selected for your Viva 

Topics implementation to determine which 

suggested topics to prioritize for curation. Focus 

your curation on topics that are relevant to your 

selected scenarios

Stakeholders
Prioritize topics relevant to key stakeholders  

Prioritize topics that matter to stakeholders who are 

bought into Viva Topics. Focus on Topics that will 

interest your stakeholders to get their help identifying 

and securing subject matter experts to participate in 

your curation efforts

Taxonomy

Prioritize topics that align to existing taxonomies

Review your organization taxonomy, Intranet information 

architecture and other relevant categorization schemes 

to identify topics for curation. Prioritize Topics that can 

be found in existing taxonomies. Knowledge managers 

will be able to select terms and term sets from the Syntex

taxonomy service to initiate creation of topics, using the 

term definitions and tagged files (roadmap ID 82049)

Impressions & Quality Score
Assign value to Topics based on health

Topics with a high impression count and low-

quality score are good targets for curation. 

Topics with high impressions are presented to 

users more frequently. The quality 

score represents the completeness of a topics. 

Use these measurements to determine which 

topics need to be improved. See Manage topics 

in the topic center in Microsoft Viva Topics 

Bookmarks & Knowledge Base
Replace bookmarks & existing KB

Consider converting your most active Search 

bookmarks and Wiki sites into topics. Topic cards 

expose more knowledge than Bookmarks. Topics in a 

published or confirmed state will surface at the top of 

a user's search results. 

Search Logs
Prioritize topics based on top query searches

View top query report to identify frequent search 

terms in your organization. Make sure each top query 

term has an associated topic answer and prioritize the 

curation of these topics. 

Read more for guidance on the discovery and curation of Topics

Relevant topicsScenario Curation PriorityRelevant TopicsStakeholders Curation PriorityRelevant topicsClassification

Curation PriorityImpressions & QualityTopics Curation PriorityRelevant Topics
Bookmarks 

& wikis
Curation PriorityRelevant TopicsTop queries

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=&searchterms=82049
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/manage-topics
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/view-search-usage-reports
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-discovery


Implement



Viva Topics sample project timeline
Workstream Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Post launch

Plan
Define knowledge team 

roles

Prioritize scenarios Define knowledge metrics

Identify and define 

scenarios

Identify topic source sites 

for scenario(s) and flag 

sensitive content

Build awareness and 

enablement materials

Select rollout approach Conduct culture 

assessment 

and select curation 

method

Conduct feature 

discovery

Plan awareness and 

knowledge team 

enablement activity

Setup
Assign Viva Topics 

licenses. Configure Viva 

Topics

Start topic identification Curate high priority topics

Onboard
Recruit communications 

lead and knowledge 

admin to your team

Recruit knowledge managers 

(KMs) and champions

Identify and recruit 

Executive Sponsor(s)

Run enablement activity 

for KMs, champions and 

topic contributors

Comms and 

enablement

Ready help desk to 

support KMs, topic 

contributors and end 

users

Create knowledge community 

of practice on Yammer to 

enable KMs and champs to 

share best practices

Announce Viva Topics 

across company portal, IT 

portal, other internal sites 

and Yammer

Send 'countdown email' to 

employees

Run Viva Topics 

hackathon

Send an 

Announcement 

Email

Run buzz events

Recognize KMs, champions, 

topic contributors and those 

exhibiting exceptional 

knowledge sharing behaviors

Early adoption 

program (EAP)

Build EAP plan Recruit EAP participants –

Knowledge managers, 

topic contributors, users

Send pre-EAP survey 

Enable EAP participants

Run EAP

Check-in with EAP 

participants

Send out a final survey to EAP 

participants

Collect data & report on metrics

Use insights from 

EAP to adjust launch 

plan and materials

Scale
Transition to 

operate model

Expand to new scenarios, 

stakeholders, and knowledge

Measure & 

Share Success 

Circulate a baseline survey to end 

users

Collect  data & report on 

metrics. Share success stories

Iterate approach

Launch

https://aka.ms/Viva/Topics/Hackathon


Implement

Build knowledge base 

Discover, curate, crowdsource

Scale

Expand to new stakeholders, scenarios, 

and knowledge

Initiate Implement



Build knowledge base
A quality knowledge base is critical for Viva Topics adoption. Combine the power of AI with your organization’s experts to 

discover, refine and crowdsource your knowledge base

Crowdsource
▪ Topic viewers asked to verify the usefulness of 

specific topics within Viva Topics

▪ Collect feedback from users via surveys

▪ Topic contributors and knowledge managers 

keep knowledge accurate over time

Discover
▪ Identify topics relevant to prioritized scenarios 

▪ Identify knowledge that is most critical and at 

risk of being lost

▪ Connect to new sources of knowledge 

▪ Review AI-suggested topics

▪ Identify most frequent search terms in 

organization by using search query reports and 

ensure each top search term has Topic answers  

Curate & Create
▪ Prioritize curation on topics that have highest 

impression count and a low-quality score

▪ Knowledge managers review suggested topics 

that they have permissions to see – confirm, 

publish or remove

▪ Knowledge managers and Topic Contributors 

make changes to existing topics 

▪ Create important topics that aren't identified by AI

Manage topics at scale in Microsoft Viva Topics | Microsoft Docs

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepoint/view-search-usage-reports
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/scale-topics


Expand to new 

stakeholders, 

scenarios, and 

knowledge

Adopted

Embedded

Buy-In

Recruit new 
stakeholders & prioritize 

scenarios

Crawl new 
sources for 
knowledge 
discovery

Implement 
new scenarios

Realize new 
value

Measure & 
share 

success



Appendix



Knowledge managers

Responsibilities: 

 Help maintain the health of the organization’s 

knowledge base

 Help set guidance and philosophy for knowledge 

at organization

 Identify high priority topics and engage subject 

matter experts to help curate

 Help create culture of knowledge sharing by 

modelling behavior and empowering others 

 Act as knowledge subject matter expert within 

organization

 Perform topic management tasks such as create, 

confirm, edit, delete and reject topics

Qualifications: 

 Knowledge managers (KMs) should have a good 

overall knowledge of your business and/or 

specific department

 KMs should be able to influence at executive, 

middle management and field levels 

 KMs should be good educators so they show 

others how to leverage knowledge in their jobs 

and contribute to topics 

 KMs should be lifelong learners and curious so 

they can effectively evolve the organizations 

knowledge base as the organization and industry 

changes

Knowledge managers should come from different departments and/or business units to utilize their subject matter expertise and social capital. The knowledge 

manager role does not need to be a full-time role.



Champions

Responsibilities:

 Evangelize importance of knowledge and its 

application within their teams

 Keep their team up-to-date on what’s coming and 

when

 Role model knowledge sharing behavior & 

demonstrate Viva Topics benefits

 Be on hand to answer questions and help get 

support involved when needed

 Answer ad-hoc questions and demonstrate 

features

 Help connect their department/Business Unit 

colleagues to the knowledge needed

Qualifications:

 Connected to internal networks and well 

respected amongst colleagues

 Knowledgeable about their department or 

Business Unit

 Enthusiasm for using technology and knowledge 

to improve business outcomes

 Willingness to help colleagues use technology 

and knowledge more effectively



Role of stakeholders

✓ Identify and prioritize knowledge scenarios for their organization (department or business unit)

✓ Help determine measures of success

✓ Represent the needs of the business to the knowledge program

✓ Invest resources into key knowledge roles, such as knowledge managers, champions, and 

subject matter experts from their organization

✓ Champion knowledge discovery at leadership, peer and delegate levels

✓ Lead by example and recognize those in their organization demonstrating a knowledge culture



Overcoming knowledge crowdsourcing challenges & myths

Challenge How to address

Risk that some will post opinion rather than 

knowledge

Communicate the organization’s policy on what should be contributed as knowledge versus 

opinion:

e.g., “Viva Topics is a place for impartial subject matter experts to share relevant and up to date information 

on a topic. It is not a platform for opinions or speculation.”

Hard to drive consistency and apply standards Communicate and train topic contributors on quality expectations for knowledge contributions

Myth Reality

End users will contribute inaccurate information People are generally hesitant to contribute publicly if they are not confident in the accuracy of their 

information or level of expertise. The challenge tends to be qualified people not contributing out of 

fear they do not have enough expertise, rather than ignorant contributions.

People won’t take the time to contribute their 

expertise to the organization’s knowledge base

People inherently like to share their expertise when properly motivated and recognized. There are 

many crowdsource based initiatives and platforms that thrive (e.g., opensource software, 

Wikipedia). Research demonstrates that people are motivated to contribute their knowledge based 

on the following motivations*:

• Broaden their impact by helping colleagues benefit from their contributions

• Be recognized for the knowledge they have about a topic

* Motivating Contribution, Microsoft Research, Sept 2021



Business value metrics example
What are the objectives of the scenario(s) you plan to implement? What metrics will be used to determine to what extent 

the solution is achieving its objectives? How will these metrics be measured?

Scenario Measurement

Objective Metric Metric Type KPI Formula
Alternative Measurement 

Method

Help new employees onboard more 

effectively and accelerate their time to 

productivity 

Reduced time to 

productivity

Time spent by new employees 

onboarding with Viva Topics minus 

time spent onboarding using pre-

Topics methods 

Survey new hires or new to role 

employees to assess if they feel 

their onboarding has been 

accelerated due to more 

accessible knowledge

Improve sales outcomes by providing 

reps with the knowledge and expertise 

they need to close deals

Improved 

proposal win ratio

Proposal win rate using Viva Topics 

minus proposal win rate using pre-

Topics methods (baseline)

Measure perception of increased 

ability to be successful in sales 

engagement due to more 

accessible knowledge

Improve customer service by helping 

contact agents find and deliver 

information and answers more quickly

Reduce case 

handle times

Contact agent time spent resolving 

cases with Viva Topics minus time 

spent resolving cases using pre-

Topics methods (baseline)

Measure perception of time 

savings via survey

Time to productivity

Success rates

Time savings



Reviewing key features and capabilities of Viva Topics
Completing a feature review will help you learn how Viva Topics works, including the Microsoft Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

technologies used in Viva Topics, plus help you envision how to adopt Topics at your organization

Topic discovery

Use Artificial Intelligence to analyze and 

index your data to automatically identify, 

process, and organize it into easily 

accessible knowledge.

Automatically identify topics
Recognize common topics across 

content, organize and share 

information, and generate topic 

pages using the Graph API and AI.

Automatically build topic pages
Leverage AI to create topic pages

and cards using AI suggested definitions, 

related content, conversations, people, 

and expertise.

Find related topics
Discover and display complementary 

relationships between topics and

expertise from across different sources to 

add to your knowledge base using AI or 

manual curation.

Topic curation

Empower your experts to share and 

refine knowledge through curated 

Topics, generated and updated by the 

AI

Curate topics
Increase AI suggested Topic health and 

accuracy or create new Topics by 

enabling your Knowledge Managers to 

cultivate knowledge of their own 

curation while leveraging AI to refine 

topic pages.

Provide feedback to AI
Use AI to discover, populate, and 

update Topics while using people to 

confirm & curate, all while sending 

feedback signals to improve the 

value of the AI.

Topic Display

Surface and deliver relevant and 

interesting Topics to employees in 

the apps they use today

Search for topics anywhere
Use Search to surface and prioritize 

Topics based on user query. Use 

search logs to determine highest 

priority for hottest knowledge needs.

Topics in your apps
Share knowledge wherever you 

work by surfacing topics and 

displaying topic cards in 

SharePoint, Teams (item 72189 GA 

by 31/03/2022), Yammer (preview

by Jan 2022), Outlook (item 88693

preview by 31/12/2021), and 

more.

Topic Picker
Use hash symbols to surface, 

highlight, and tag Topics while you 

author your work and without 

breaking your stride.

Management

Customize your Topics 

experience, measure Topic value, and 

protect your employees.

Control Topic Management
Manage, track,& configure Topics in 

its own SharePoint Modern Site 

dedicated to the topics related to 

you and your organization

Control Administration
Protect your organization and 

employees by controlling security, 

privacy and determine who can see 

and contribute to topics, what 

information is visible to whom, 

and what information is being 

indexed for topics.

Measure & Report
Track Topic health and value 

by using the Quality and 

Impressions measurement 

dashboard.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-discovery-curation
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-discovery-curation#topic-curation-and-feedback
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-overview#how-topics-are-displayed-to-users
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=&searchterms=72189
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=Microsoft%20Viva%2CIn%20development&searchterms=72184
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/roadmap?filters=Microsoft%20Viva%2CIn%20development&searchterms=88693
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/manage-topics


Preparing for an internal security review of Viva Topics
Common security review questions and answers

How do Microsoft AI technologies connect to 

our data?

Viva Topics relies on the Graph API & Search 

crawler (and in the future O365 connectors) to 

connect and perform initial parsing of the data.

How does AI process our data?

Like building search index, Viva Topics builds 

a knowledge graph that allows it to answer queries 

that identifies topics as well as relationships 

between topics and other entities in the knowledge 

base.

What metadata is being stored?

Graph metadata, as well as intermediate state data, 

that AI needs to interpret the topics and its 

information. This includes names of topics (project 

names, etc), definitions, related people, references to 

documents along with statistics around this 

metadata.

Does the Knowledge Manager or Topic 

Contributor need to have access to the 

sites being indexed to be able to curate?

No, however, Topics doesn't elevate the Knowledge 

Managers access to the data being indexed. It might 

help to allow more access to the sites being indexed, 

otherwise, the they won’t be able to see the topics 

that they are supposed to manage. See Security 

trimming, Topic Roles.

How long is data stored?

Metadata and topics are stored until the corresponding 

source documents and associated metadata are 

deleted.

Where is our data being stored?

Within the O365 compliance boundary, including 

Substrate and Object Store. The topic generated

data is stored according to the region of the 

original documents the data is extracted from.

Is the processing and storage of 

data completed on a dedicated server 

farm separate from other Customers?

No, computing and storage share 

resources between tenants, however, all data is 

stored with the tenant ID key that ensures 

tenant isolation. Topics only isolates resources 

based on geographies or government clouds.

Will encrypted data indexed be decrypted?

Yes, the encryption applies to encryption at rest, but 

not during processing. All services in O365 use the 

same encryption policies and keys (including cases 

when tenant can bring their own keys). In other 

words, if a document is searchable, it will be 

included in Viva Topics.

What access can I give Guest users?

Users must be a managed user on your M365 tenant, with 

an active M365 & Topics license.

How is my data secured while being processed by AI?

Viva Topics checks users for having read permissions to at 

least one file having the metadata extracted from. This 

means different users can be presented with a different 

view of a topic based on their permissions. For example, if 

a definition is extracted from file A, and user does 

not have permission to read file A, the 

corresponding definition will be filtered out. See Security 

Trimming.

How will my data be processed and stored 

in other/multiple geo locations?

Viva Topics performs processing for multi-geo tenant in 

the home location, however, data is always stored 

according to the region of origin for the corresponding 

files. The metadata of the definition extracted from a file 

will be stored in the location of that file.

At query time we will merge the database partitions of 

the topics from different regions. It’s important to 

perform inferences in a central location, so that AI can get 

all the evidence in the tenant across the regions 

to identify topics and its information.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftsearch/overview-microsoft-search#how-microsoft-search-works
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-security-trimming
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-roles
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-security-trimming


Assign permissions
Establish who can see what in Viva Topics by configuring your permissions within your environment using 

the Manage Topic permissions guidance

Topics Role Permissions Responsibilities

Topics Viewer • View topic highlights

• View topics with Search

• View topics in Topics Center

• Discovers knowledge through Topics

Topics Contributor All Viewer permissions including:

• Create new topics

• Edit topics

• Contributes to Topics, curating pinned 

people and resources

Topics Manager All Viewer and Contributor permissions including:

• View and approve AI suggested topics

• Remove topics

• Owns quality of knowledge and network 
of curators

• Performs topic management tasks such 
as create, edit, delete and reject topics

Topics Admin All Viewer, Contributor, and Manager permissions including:

• Assigned licenses

• Assign permission roles

• Configure & manage Topic indexing/discovery

• Control indexing inclusions & exclusions

• Setup & name Topic Center

• Sets up Topic experiences

• Ensures security/compliance standards

• Understands licensing agreement

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/knowledge/topic-experiences-user-permissions

